
tool trolley incl. 136-pc tool assortment
width 817 mm, 6 fully extending drawers with individual drawer pull-out locking

Version
 � Sturdy sheet steel construction with solvent-resistant plastic worktop, 2 integrated storage 
compartments and 2 can holders
 � Full-height edge protection on all 4 corners of the trolley, plastic-coated metal sliding 
handle attached directly to the frame
 � Drawers with labelling space for individual identification with pictogram stickers
 � individual fastening possibilities thanks to rectangular hole grid on the side walls, e. g. with 
hooks for tools or other add-on parts, e. g. can holder, waste basket etc.
 � Central locking with cylinder lock secures all drawers, incl. 2 articulated wrenches
 � Transportable thanks to 2 ball-bearing fixed wheels and 2 guide rollers, diameter 125 mm, 
with locking brake
 � 4 ATORN hard foam inserts fitted with 74 ATORN tools fill 2 drawers of the tool trolley
 � with ATORN bit box (52841030) + bit holder (52841220)
 � additional ATORN hard foam inserts equipped with tools for versatile equipping of drawers, 
see no. 50537 505-591, AQURADO textured mat for drawers, see no. 50540 620, additi-
onal accessories such as can holder, document holder, suspended boxes, waste basket, 
see no. 50278 578-590, cable box holder, see no. 50278 813, holder frame incl. 12 trans-
parent tilting bins, see no. 50278

Advantage
 � With individual drawer pull-out locking which means that only one drawer can be opened, 
protecting the trolley against tipping
 � Clearly-arranged and safe storage of tools in the drawers
 � Precisely dimensioned cut-outs in the inserts and the use of a contrast colour (blue) means 
that missing tools can be detected at a glance
 � indented sidewalls protect additional add-on parts from damage since they are located 
within the overall trolley dimensions

Delivery
incl. with 4 ATORN hard foam inserts no. 50537 509/515/517/530, made from black/blue 
two-tone polyethylene (PE), resistant to most oils and chemicals thanks to closed-cell struc-
ture, equipped with 74 ATORN tools, ATORN bit box (52841030), bit holder (52841220), 1 
sheet metal separating plate per drawer and pictogram label for drawer marking

EAN-Code
4050293742527

Art. no. 50278 594
Height 1042 mm
Width 817 mm
Depth 502 mm
Number of drawers 6 PCS
Drawer front height 3 x 75 mm, 3 x 160 mm
Draw width (inner dimension) 527 mm
Drawer depth (inner dimension) 348 mm
Load-carrying capacity per drawer 25 kg
Pullout type Full extension
With single pull-out safety brake Yes
With single-locking drawers Yes
With SOFT-CLOSE closing function No
Load-carrying capacity 440 kg
Central locking Yes
Lock type Cylinder lock
Punched-hole, sidewall Yes
Punched-hole 10 x 10 mm
With edge protection Yes
With sliding handle Yes
Number of fixed rollers 2 PCS
Number of steering rollers 2 PCS
With wheel lock Yes
Material of the wheel Solid rubber
Wheel diameter 125 mm
Material of the worktop Plastic
Material Sheet steel
Body colour Light grey RAL 7035
Colour of front Gentian blue RAL 5010
Surface Powder-coated


